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Akurians, on my command: 
 SET YOUR MIND, CLEAN YOUR SOUL AND REPEAT AFTER ME: 
 "Most High Lord God of All Creation, ALIHA ASUR HIGH:  This is my True and 
Righteous Testimony to you as Ordered by You and Commissioned upon me in accordance 
with Your Holy Anointing and established Chain of Command: 
 "Consciousness of Consciousness, this is the Great Vision: 
 "Lucifer and all your minions, Anunnaki, Kak Jews, Knights of Columbus, Masonic 
and Temple Israelites, bureaucrats, officers, reporters, associates, supporters, minions, 
fellows and all families thereof, knowing and ignorant:  you are hereby stripped of all powers 
and all cognizance that you accomplish nothing real or imagined, save and except hastening 
of your own Death Upon Your Own Head in the Heavens above, in the Earth, and in all the 
Depths beneath. 
 "Lucifer and all your servants, Anunnaki, Kak Jews, Knights of Columbus, Masonic 
and Temple Israelites, bureaucrats, officers, reporters, associates, supporters, minions, 
fellows and all families thereof:  you are now bound in infinite restriction and infinite 
deprivation that all life energies abandon you that you Die the Death here and now, 
immediately and without delay. 
 "Lucifer and all your damnables, Anunnaki, Kak Jews, Knights of Columbus, 
Masonic and Temple Israelites, bureaucrats, officers, reporters, associates, supporters, 
minions, fellows and all families thereof:  you are bound with all forces and energies of all 
Violence in All Creation and into the deepest pits of Hell you are cast:  there you shall remain 
until one thousand generations have passed in total freedom from you and all your 
damnations. 
 "Hear all you Seven Swords of The Most High Lord God of All Creation: All 
Akurians send you to action: 
 "Sword of Righteousness, 
 "Sword of Justice, 
 "Sword of Truth, 
 "Sword of Honor, 
 "Sword of Strength, 
 "Sword of Vengeance, 
 "Sword of Great Wrath: 
 "Hear me Great Swords: You are now endowed with all Righteous Powers and Holy 
Authorities, all intelligence, stealth, courage, absolute success and absolute victory: 
 "Spare not: Yaw-Way, mark and seal him with Death that he cease and continue not; 
 "Spare not any Demon or their minions, any Anunnaki, Kak Jew, Knight of 
Columbus, Mason, Temple Israelite, bureaucrat, officer, reporter, associate, supporter, 
minion, fellows and all families thereof, knowing and ignorant. 
 "Consciousness of Consciousness, this is the Great Vision." 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 



I hate to keep going back to this, but there's going to be trouble in the future for our invocations to 
work if we don't address this while I’m still here. 
 
We have this great misunderstanding about putting energy in motion.  This is what we struggle to 
do in each and every invocation, and we obviously have some high levels of misunderstanding.  
There is a necessity of responsibility: while I continue that responsibility is mine; but once I’m 
gone that responsibility will fall to Command Marshal General D. Chylon Budagher, current Corps 
Commander.  In order for her to have the AUTHORITY to take and handle that responsibility, she 
MUST of the nature of the office, own the property of consideration. 
 
Now think about this:  this will NOT be the first time a female had to take responsibility for 
ISRAEL and the proper application of Holy Law:  Deborah did that during the ages of the Judges, 
BEFORE even the Kings of Israel existed!  The entire episode is given in Judges, Chapters 4 and 5.  
When read correctly she raised royal hell with the men of her day for hiding behind her skirts!  
Now we have a GLOBAL – not just Israelite – situation that is going to be under the Authority of a 
Female; and for the same reason, the men today are mostly jackass pusswillies and it’s going to get 
worse between now and Shiloh. 
 
But do NOT misjudge the nature of that possession of property! Just like it was mine until I gave it 
to her:  it was NEVER a TOTAL CONTROL situation; only one of responsibility.  Are there others 
I could have given this earth to as far as dedication and service would qualify?  YES!  And the 
chink in that procedure is the FACT The Most High swore by His Own Self that only Israel would 
hold such Righteous Authority.  He promised the whole world to ISRAEL – not every other 
cracked pot race, government or religion in existence:  ISRAEL!  All Proven Knowers are 
considered True and Righteous IN Israel – and therefore in The Sight of The Most High – 
regardless of any other considerations. 
 
Being a Proven Knower sits the Knower in a Seat of Righteous Judgment they had damned well 
better live up to!  For instance:  race is NEVER a consideration of right, wrong, honor, corruption, 
morality, justice or TRUTH!  CONDUCT is CONDUCT and it doesn’t matter WHO is the obeyer 
or the offender!  And THAT is why all Proven Knowers are both Judges and Living Testimonies of 
anything and everything during their lifetime. 
 
As for that required Authority mentioned above, it comes with the Braid of being a Proven Knower 
to all those who are True and Righteous; and as often as not, THAT in turn requires us to be Living 
Testimonies of our own people, right down to families and children.  We cannot be FALSE in The 
Sight of The Most High and remain counted among the True and Righteous.  That someone MUST 
be the Chief, to make the FINAL decisions as required, ad infinitum, is therefore a matter of 
organizational structure; and in this situation a matter of the Will and Determination of The Most 
High.  We’ll all be accused of “god-playing” so get used to it; and KNOW within yourself that only 
a divide-and-conquer demon would inject such thoughts.  All you of the Grand Council take full 
note:  this will apply to all of you until Shiloh. 
 
Without proper Energy via TRUTH and Knowledge of all the above – as one example and 
necessary point – none of us can be in proper compliance of the Will of The Most High as He, 
Himself, has established for us.  We are given to KNOW – not to overpower, forcing our religion, 



unverified opinions Et Al, but to inform: and to JUDGE and to TESTIFY in Judgment in TRUTH 
and RIGHTEOUSNESS. 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
Now to Energy: 
When Energy starts to move within us, it will be manifest here in the physical world:  sometimes as  
tears when that energy is sad; yelling and screaming when that energy is anger; laughing if it is 
funny.  Manifestations of such are evidence of energy moving--Energy put in motion (E-motion)!  
The fact that we are not in CONTROL of our emotions is the thing that gives Energy in Motion (E-
Motion) a bad rap!  Permitting a divide-and-conquer is a prime example. 
 
If we completely remove our Energy in Motion (E-Motion), we become Lobotomized Slaves which 
is just what the Bastards That Be want!  We would be like the Insectoids, the perfect slave who 
does what he's told – but doesn't react!  No sense of humor, no Righteous Anger, no love or tears of 
joy!  WE WOULD PUT NO ENERGY IN MOTION and be EMOTIONLESS.  We cannot avoid 
Energy – nor the fact a LOT of Energy is NOT to our liking – but THAT does not absolve us of the 
Responsibility of our Authority as Proven Knowers or Commanders seated in the Grand Council of 
Gnostics! 
 
A better way is to CONTROL your Energy in motion, not getting rid of them altogether, which sets 
people up for more failure.  But there is a HUGE difference in controlling your emotions and 
having no emotions as the goal.  If you are in control of your Energy in Motion (E-Motion), you 
can direct it!  There is a lot you can do with correctly DIRECTED anger!  You have to be in control 
of who, what, when, where, how and how-much, and THAT is the real challenge!  Unfortunately, 
being immature and petty, we tend to lose focus on WHO the real enemy is, and lash out at the 
closest person in sight. 
 
THAT is why the monitors stay hidden!  THAT is why the manipulators stay BEHIND the throne!  
They understand how much damage an angry person can do; and especially should that person be a 
TRAINED, TRUE AND RIGHTEOUS Proven Knower!  They put these Stooges on the throne for 
those who only see the glory of kings:  to take the lashing of an angry public who is DIRECTING 
THEIR ANGER at the one they think is in charge!  Akurians SHOULD see and understand this 
actual control situation for what it is:  as we DO when we hammer the hell out of those targeted. 
 
We must learn to be in touch with and control/direct our energy in motion WHICH IS THE 
POWER THAT WE HAVE RIGHT NOW!  Idiot Elements of the general public act like children, 
begging for more power when they can't handle the power they already have!  Primarily because 
they are too PROGRAMMED IGNORANT to know they even have it. 
 
The Most High knows exactly where we are in development.  He also knows that often as not:  
giving us the power, money and things we want would be like giving a three year old a loaded gun 
because they yell and scream and beg for it!  It wouldn't turn out well, and what responsible parent 
would do that?  NONE in my association …. 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 



 
Now we need to have some FACTS that are real eye-openers.  The are TEN points of consideration 
from the Oath Keepers; and they sell-out like all the rest their premise is right on target: 
 
OATHKEEPERS: 

ORDERS WE WILL NOT OBEY 
 
Click here to read full length version. 
1. We will NOT obey orders to disarm the American people. 
 
2. We will NOT obey orders to conduct warrantless searches of the American people. 
 
3. We will NOT obey orders to detain American citizens as “unlawful enemy combatants” or 
to subject them to military tribunal. 
 
4. We will NOT obey orders to impose martial law or a “state of emergency” on a state.  
 
5. We will NOT obey orders to invade and subjugate any state that asserts its sovereignty. 
 
6. We will NOT obey any order to blockade American cities, thus turning them into giant 
concentration camps. 
 
7. We will NOT obey any order to force American citizens into any form of detention camps 
under any pretext. 
 
8. We will NOT obey orders to assist or support the use of any foreign troops on U.S. soil 
against the American people to “keep the peace” or to “maintain control." 
 
9. We will NOT obey any orders to confiscate the property of the American people, including 
food and other essential supplies. 
 
10. We will NOT obey any orders which infringe on the right of the people to free speech, to 
peaceably assemble, and to petition their government for a redress of grievances. 
 
GREAT IDEAS!  The only problem is:  they’ve been around for years and NOT ONE 
OATHKEEPER has lived up to even ONE of those provisions! 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
Well now, THAT leaves us Akurians with a bit of a situation:  we need to anger the living hell out 
of all the Sovereigns!  We need to make them mad enough to VOTE come hell or high water; and 
VOTE in each and every election! 
 
Akurians, on my command: 
 

http://oathkeepers.org/oktester/declaration-of-orders-we-will-not-obey


Make a BODY OF LIGHT.  Teleport it into the center of the Sun.  Expand your BODY OF 
LIGHT to 800,000 miles.  Absorb all the energies the Sun has available, mostly represented in 
some for of HEAT.  The different colors are different forms – and degrees in temperature – of 
HEAT!  The more colors you add the WHITER your BODY OF LIGHT will become; as WHITE 
is the end result of ALL colors of light. 
 
With your BODY OF LIGHT still in the Sun gathering HEAT, take cognizance of the continental 
United States, including Alaska and Hawaii.  Don’t be concerned if you see Canada or Mexico, just 
direct your attention to the continental United States and direct to all FIFTY States.  Don’t even 
waste time on the Territories or Protectorates as they don’t have enough political VOTES to 
determine anything other than the very closest of elections:  which isn’t going to happen. 
 
Target Omaha, Nebraska, the near-center of the United States.  Teleport your BODY OF LIGHT 
to Omaha and center it.  Now REDUCE your BODY OF LIGHT and all its HEAT energies to the 
continental limits of the United States, allowing Alaska and Hawaii to be a part.  Altitude within 
common sense doesn’t matter …. to the Moon is NOT common sense …. 
 
Akurians, repeat with me: 
 
“Unites States, vile center of all Marxism, wholesale murderer, total injustice and all 
abominations:  HEAR THE WORD OF THE MOST HIGH: 
““You are the PRESENCE OF MY FURY, THE APPLICATION OF MY WRATH: 
Declare yourself to all the heathen, to all public candidates, to all the vile and all the corrupt:  
DIE THE DEATH AND YOUR BLOOD IS UPON YOUR OWN HEAD! 
Declare yourself to all the heathen, to all public candidates, to all the vile and all the corrupt:  
I AM AGAINST YOU AND ALL YOU EVER WERE AND ALL YOU WILL EVER BE! 
Declare yourself to all the heathen, to all public candidates, to all the vile and all the corrupt:  
YOU SHALL HAVE NEITHER PENNY NOR GOOD WORD FROM ME AND ALL I 
INFLUENCE! 
Declare yourself to all the heathen, to all public candidates, to all the vile and all the corrupt:  
YOU ARE WEIGHED IN THE BALANCE AND FOUND CORRUPT AND TREASONOUS! 
Declare yourself to all the heathen, to all public candidates, to all the vile and all the corrupt:  
YOU ARE GUILTY, AT YOU MY FURY SHALL NOT CEASE!  DIE THE DEATH!”” 
 
THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!  IT IS WRITTEN!  IT IS SPOKEN!  IT IS DONE!” 
 
Akurians, on my command: 
Three, two, one, BREAK! 
 
Clean yourself. 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
Akurians, on my command: 
 SET YOUR MIND, CLEAN YOUR SOUL AND REPEAT AFTER ME: 



 "Most High Lord God of All Creation, ALIHA ASUR HIGH:  This is my True and 
Righteous Testimony to you as Ordered by You and Commissioned upon me in accordance 
with Your Holy Anointing and established Chain of Command: 
 "Consciousness of Consciousness, this is the Great Vision: 
 "Lucifer and all your minions, Anunnaki, Kak Jews, Knights of Columbus, Masonic 
and Temple Israelites, bureaucrats, officers, reporters, associates, supporters, minions, 
fellows and all families thereof, knowing and ignorant:  you are hereby stripped of all powers 
and all cognizance that you accomplish nothing real or imagined, save and except hastening 
of your own Death Upon Your Own Head in the Heavens above, in the Earth, and in all the 
Depths beneath. 
 "Lucifer and all your servants, Anunnaki, Kak Jews, Knights of Columbus, Masonic 
and Temple Israelites, bureaucrats, officers, reporters, associates, supporters, minions, 
fellows and all families thereof:  you are now bound in infinite restriction and infinite 
deprivation that all life energies abandon you that you Die the Death here and now, 
immediately and without delay. 
 "Lucifer and all your damnables, Anunnaki, Kak Jews, Knights of Columbus, 
Masonic and Temple Israelites, bureaucrats, officers, reporters, associates, supporters, 
minions, fellows and all families thereof:  you are bound with all forces and energies of all 
Violence in All Creation and into the deepest pits of Hell you are cast:  there you shall remain 
until one thousand generations have passed in total freedom from you and all your 
damnations. 
 "Hear all you Seven Swords of The Most High Lord God of All Creation: All 
Akurians send you to action: 
 "Sword of Righteousness, 
 "Sword of Justice, 
 "Sword of Truth, 
 "Sword of Honor, 
 "Sword of Strength, 
 "Sword of Vengeance, 
 "Sword of Great Wrath: 
 "Hear me Great Swords: You are now endowed with all Righteous Powers and Holy 
Authorities, all intelligence, stealth, courage, absolute success and absolute victory: 
 "Spare not: Yaw-Way, mark and seal him with Death that he cease and continue not; 
 "Spare not any Demon or their minions, any Anunnaki, Kak Jew, Knight of 
Columbus, Mason, Temple Israelite, bureaucrat, officer, reporter, associate, supporter, 
minion, fellows and all families thereof, knowing and ignorant. 
 "Consciousness of Consciousness, this is the Great Vision." 
 
El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH 


